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Notes on Scholarship References 

 

Individuals applying for a scholarship from The Honourable Society of Gray's Inn are 

required to provide two references. If available, at least one reference must be 

academic.  

Referees: 

i. must have known the candidate for at least twelve months. 

ii. must have known the candidate in an academic or professional capacity. 

iii. must not have a close family or personal relationship with the candidate. 

iv. should ideally* be a professional person or person of standing in the 

community, currently working in one the following roles: 

 

Accountant  

Barrister 

Dentist 

Doctor (Medical) 

Judge  

Magistrate 

Member of 

Parliament  

Officer of the 

British Armed 

Forces 

Pharmacist 

Professor 

Secondary 

School Teacher 

Senior Nurse  

Senior Police 

Officer 

Solicitor 

University 

Lecturer

 

* a reference from one of the above individuals is preferred, but this is a guideline rather 

than an exhaustive list. We will accept references from individuals outside these 

professions, however applicants should exercise careful judgement as to whether an 

individual is in a suitable profession.   



Application system.  

 

A unique link will be emailed directly to referees. Referees must provide the applicant 

with a professional email address for this purpose. If use of a professional email address 

is not possible please contact the scholarships team at the address below. 

 

When completing a scholarship reference please ensure the following information is 

correct:  

 Title and full name 

Job title and organisation name 

 number of years you have known the applicant  

 

 

We advise that referees express an opinion as to the candidate's performance and/or 

potential in relation to the general merit factors applied to scholarship applications: 

 

Intellectual ability the ability to conduct legal research and give written 

advice demonstrated by performance in school and university examinations, the 

interview and other experiences where appropriate. 

Motivation to succeed at the Bar understanding of the profession, the Courts, and the 

steps taken to acquire the knowledge and skills required of a barrister. 

Potential as an advocate both in oral and written work evidenced by public speaking, 

mooting, debating, participation in mock advocacy exercises as well as other work and 

voluntary experiences. 

Personal qualities self-reliance, independence, integrity, reliability and the capacity to 

 

 

 

Should you have any queries, please contact the Scholarships team 

scholarships@graysinn.org.uk 

 

Many thanks for your assistance. 
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